Screening Stats

430+ screening events reaching more than 40,000 people in all 50 states

25+ film festivals including Cleveland IFF, Ashland IFF, and SXSW Edu film program

500+ free Education Kits disseminated for community screenings including the captioned film, audio description, and Spanish translation.

Supplementary Materials:
- 4 Post-Secondary Transition Films
- 5 Discussion Guides
- Education and Outreach Materials
- Host a Screening Toolkit and Video

88% of viewers said that seeing INTELLIGENT LIVES made them more likely to interview and/or hire a young adult with a disability.

October 22, 2019 Broadcast on

160 public TV stations
30 Million potential viewers
300,000 annual unique visitors at WORLDCHANNEL.org
of viewers said that INTELLIGENT LIVES helped them understand the concept of “presuming competence”—that everyone has talents and is a full and valuable participant in society.

97% of viewers indicated that INTELLIGENT LIVES helped them understand that intelligence can’t always be measured, such as social/emotional intelligence, artistic intelligence, etc.

INTELLIGENT LIVES Online

69,000+ website users
9,000+ Facebook page likes
26,000+ contact e-blast list

Millions reached through social media and our 35 Outreach Partners

60+ Media Stories

“...a topic that demands attention, and INTELLIGENT LIVES is a film that demands to be seen.”
—Hollywood Reporter

Videos from Executive Producers Amy Brenneman and Chris and Marianne Cooper

Resource Library
curated with cutting edge materials from around the world

$650,000+ raised
from 17 funding organizations and foundations as well as 200+ individual donors

Our Lead Funder
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC foundation

Major Funders
Agilent Technologies Foundation
American Federation of Teachers

Center for Community Inclusion and Disability Studies at the University of Maine
Center for Disabilities at the University of South Dakota
Center for Disability Resources at the University of South Carolina in partnership with the SC Developmental Disabilities Council
Center for Leadership in Disability at Georgia State University
The HSC Foundation

Institute for Community Inclusion at the University of Massachusetts Boston
New Hampshire Charitable Foundation
North Dakota Center for Persons with Disabilities at Minot State University
SAP Corporation
Strong Center for Developmental Disabilities at the University of Rochester